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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to the advancement of aeronautics and space science. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program plays a key part in helping NASA maintain this important role.

The NASA STI Program provides access to the NASA STI Database, the largest collection of aeronautical and space science STI in the world. The Program is also NASA's institutional mechanism for disseminating the results of its research and development activities.

Specialized services that help round out the Program's diverse offerings include creating custom thesauri, translating material to or from 34 foreign languages, building customized databases, organizing and publishing research results ... even providing videos.

For more information about the NASA STI Program, you can:

• **Phone** the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390

• **Fax** your question to the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134

• **E-mail** your question via the **Internet** to help@sti.nasa.gov

• **Write** to:

  NASA Access Help Desk
  NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
  800 Elkridge Landing Road
  Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
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INTRODUCTION

This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing of speeches presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1993. This index supplements the previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966, and the supplements for 1967 through 1992.

The index is arranged in six sections—Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.

Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to news releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases, cross-references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news release number, and reference section (05 for Section 5, Speeches and 06 for Section 6, News Releases).

Two types of cross-references are used:

S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found—

COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.

SA for 'SEE ALSO' directs the user to related subject headings where additional references may be found—

COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
SA TELESAT SATELLITES

Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify the persons mentioned in the indexed items or, in the case of speeches, the speaker. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section. The symbol + is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose name they are indexed.

Section 3, New Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in news release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.

Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in accession number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news release number.

Section 5, Speeches, lists the speeches indexed in this publication arranged in accession number order. Each entry contains the title, speaker, date of release, and other reference information.

Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts, and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if any, and other reference information.

Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI), 800 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934. Requests for copies of the index itself should also be addressed to CASI via letter, the Internet (help@sti.nasa.gov), telephone (301-621-0390), or fax (301-621-0134).
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Typical Subject Index Listing

The title of the news release or speech is used as the prime retrieval point. The accession number is located at the bottom right of the entry, followed by a two-digit number (05 or 06) identifying the index section where the complete citation appears. If available, the news release number is also included.

A

ABSORPTION
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE [NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

ABSORPTION SPECTRA
NASA SCIENTISTS SOLVE LONG-STANDING STELLAR MYSTERY [NASA RELEASE-93-25] P93-10025 06

EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO [NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM [NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

ACCIDENTS
5 EXPLOSIONS

ACOUSTICS
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNEL WILL BE WORLD'S QUIETEST [NASA RELEASE-93-81] P93-10082 06

ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME /AIDS/ NASA JOINS FORCES WITH INDUSTRY IN AIDS RESEARCH [NASA RELEASE-93-88] P93-10089 06

ACS SYSTEM
5 ASSURED CREW RETURN CAPABILITY

ACTS /COMMUNICATION SATELLITE /
5 ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SAT.

ACTUATORS
NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06

ADAPTATION
SHUTTLE MISSION TO CONDUCT SCIENTIFIC FIRST [NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06

ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
SA CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION SA ORGANIZATION CHANGE
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS [NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06

JSC DIRECTOR COHEN ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT [NASA RELEASE-93-131] P93-10132 06

SPACE STATION HOST CENTER AND PRIME CONTRACTOR ANNOUNCED [NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10149 06

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SAT.
SPACEWALK ADDED TO JULY SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-21] P93-10022 06

ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM [NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
NEW TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT SEMINAR SET FOR APRIL 1 [NASA RELEASE-93-57] P93-10058 06

NASA, OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT [NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06

ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
NASA LIMITS EXPENDITURES ON THE ASRM PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-93-189] P93-10190 06

ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06

ADVISORY COMM. ON SPACE STATION REDESIGN
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED [NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06

GIBBONS OUTLINES SPACE STATION REDESIGN GUIDANCE [NASA RELEASE-93-64] P93-10065 06

SPACE STATION HOST CENTER AND PRIME CONTRACTOR ANNOUNCED [NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10149 06


AEROBRAKING
MAGELLAN TO TEST AEROBRAKING MANEUVER IN VENUS ATMOSPHERE [NASA RELEASE-93-98] P93-10089 06

MAGELLAN AEROBRAKING, GRAVITY STUDIES UNDERWAY [NASA RELEASE-93-98] P93-10099 06

MAGELLAN AEROBRAKING AT VENUS A SUCCESS [NASA RELEASE-93-144] P93-10145 06

AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE
S EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.

AERODYNAMICS
SA HYPERSONICS

AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
FASTEST SUPERCOMPUTER CAN BOOST U.S.
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY [NASA RELEASE-93-83] P93-10095 06
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NASA, LEARJET JOIN TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGIES [NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06

NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS [NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06

FASTEST SUPERCOMPUTER CAN BOOST U.S. AEROSPACE INDUSTRY [NASA RELEASE-93-86] P93-10061 06

NASA BOOSTS HYPERSONIC RESEARCH WITH UNIVERSITY GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-93-152] P93-10153 06

NASA STARTS PHASE II OF HYPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT [NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06

REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BRUNEL'S PRODUCTION LINE - INSPIRATION, INNOVATION AND THE MARSH OF TECHNOLOGY, NATIONAL CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING SCIENCES 1993 ANNUAL MEETING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10236 06

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA SAVES $1 MILLION ON AERONAUTICS RESEARCH PROJECT [NASA RELEASE-93-35] P93-10036 06

NASA BOOSTS HYPERSONIC RESEARCH WITH UNIVERSITY GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-93-152] P93-10153 06

NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY [NASA RELEASE-93-197] P93-10198 06

NASA TAPS 20 SCHOOLS FOR AERONAUTICS ENGINEERING GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-93-210] P93-10211 06

NASA AND RUSSIA SIGN AERONAUTICS AGREEMENT IN MOSCOW [NASA RELEASE-93-221] P93-10222 06


REMARKS BY NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN GOLDIN BEFORE THE JPL HIGH-TECH SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA P93-10231 05

AERONAUTICS
GOLDIN CALLS FOR IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY [NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10010 06

NASA SAVES $1 MILLION ON AERONAUTICS RESEARCH PROJECT [NASA RELEASE-93-35] P93-10036 06

NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW [NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

NASA OSHKOSH EXHIBITS HIGHLIGHTS U.S. "LEADERSHIP IN AERONAUTICS" [NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10129 06

NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR [NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06

NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM [NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW [NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

NASA LEARJET JOIN TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGIES [NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06

NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS [NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06

FASTEST SUPERCOMPUTER CAN BOOST U.S. AEROSPACE INDUSTRY [NASA RELEASE-93-86] P93-10061 06

NASA TAPS 20 SCHOOLS FOR AERONAUTICS ENGINEERING GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-93-210] P93-10211 06

NASA AND RUSSIA SIGN AERONAUTICS AGREEMENT IN MOSCOW [NASA RELEASE-93-221] P93-10222 06
ATLAS-2 MISSION
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10025 06
1992 SO GLOBAL OZONE LEVELS LOWER THAN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-74] P93-10075 06
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
ATLAS-2 MISSION
NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED FOR FUTURE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-140] P93-10141 06
ATMOSPHERE
IONOSPHERE
MESOSPHERE
PLUTO ATMOSPHERE
STRATOSPHERE
THERMOSPHERE
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
EVIDENCE POINTS TO OCEANS, LIGHTNING ON EARLY VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-93-51] P93-10052 06
OZONE DESTROYING CHLORINE EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-93 WINTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10069 06
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
OZONE DESTROYING CHLORINE EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-93 WINTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10069 06
1992-93 GLOBAL OZONE LEVELS LOWER THAN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-74] P93-10075 06
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06
NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06
NITROGEN ICE DISCOVERED ON PLUTO
[NASA RELEASE-93-142] P93-10143 06
NASA SCIENISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-223] P93-10224 06
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-223] P93-10224 06
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
UNIVERSITIES FLY OZONE RESEARCH BALLOON FROM TEXAS TO FLA.
[NASA RELEASE-93-9] P93-10069 06
NASA SELECTIONS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06
NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06
1993 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE REACHES RECORD Lows
[NASA RELEASE-93-190] P93-10191 06
PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10226 06
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULE SPECTRUM EXPER.
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS
SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY TO GET ORBIT BOOST
[NASA RELEASE-93-179] P93-10180 06
NASA SUCCEDS WITH GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY REBOOT
[NASA RELEASE-93-224] P93-10226 06
ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKHAWK
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
S TELEVISION
AURORA FLIGHT SCIENCES CORP., VA.
PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06
AURORAS
NASA SR-71 NOW A FLYING OBSERVATORY
[NASA RELEASE-93-71] P93-10072 06
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
NASA F-15 MAKES FIRST ENGINE-CONTROLLED TOUCHDOWN
[NASA RELEASE-93-75] P93-10076 06
NASA, FAA PROGRAM COULD SAVE AIRLINES MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-127] P93-10128 06
NASA/FAA RESEARCH AIMS AT MORE EFFICIENT AIRSPACE OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-172] P93-10173 06
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE SIMPLER SATELLITE-GUIDED AUTOLAND METHOD
[NASA RELEASE-93-165] P93-10166 06
AUTOMATION
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06
AVIONICS
FLIGHT TESTS PROVE SIMPLER SATELLITE-GUIDED AUTOLAND METHOD
[NASA RELEASE-93-165] P93-10166 06
AWARDS
SA CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR
SA CONTRACT AWARDS
SA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL, NASA
SA INVENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
SA MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
SA NATIONAL MEDAL OF TECHNOLOGY
NASA RESEARCHER TAPPED FOR OHIO SCIENCE INVENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
1993 DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL, NASA
KSC BASE OPERATIONS CONTRACT AWARD
PROTESTS SETTLED
NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS, BOULDER, COLO.
HUBBLE INSTRUMENT MAY RECEIVE FURTHER TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-93-169] P93-10170 06
BALLOONS
UNIVERSITIES FLY OZONE RESEARCH BALLOON FROM TEXAS TO FL.
[NASA RELEASE-93-8] P93-10009 06
BAMS, INC.
KSC BASE OPERATIONS CONTRACT AWARD
PROTESTS SETTLED
[NASA RELEASE-93-16] P93-10019 06
BARTOL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NEWARK, NJ
NASA SELECTIONS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06
BATSE EXPERIMENT
S BURST AND TRANSIENT SOURCE EXPERIMENT
BATTLEFLEET HALL OF FAME, CAMPS, OHIO
HUBBLE INSTRUMENT MAY RECEIVE FURTHER TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, HOUSTON, TEX.
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06
BELIZE
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06
BENDIX FIELD ENG. CORP., COLUMBIA, MD.
NASA TDSS NETWORK MARKS 10 YEARS OF OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-60] P93-10061 06
BERN UNIV., SWITZERLAND
ULYSSES REACHES UNEXPLORED REGIONS OF SUN
1993 DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL, NASA
BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY
MYSTERIOUS CONCENTRATION OF DARK MATTER DISCOVERED
[NASA RELEASE-93-1] P93-10001 06
BIG BANG THEORY PASSES TOUGHEST TEST
[NASA RELEASE-93-9] P93-10006 06
COBE 'BIG BANG' DATA MADE AVAILABLE TO SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
[NASA RELEASE-93-145] P93-10146 06
NASA MODIFIES BACKGROUND EXPLORER SCIENCE OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10229 06
BINARY STARS
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06
SATELLITE DATA GET NEW LEASE ON LIFE FROM SOFTWARE BOOST
[NASA RELEASE-93-164] P93-10165 06
MYSTERY OF 'FASTTEST FLICKERING' GALAXY SOLVED
[NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

SUBJECT INDEX
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

HUBBLE DEEP SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-201] P93-10204 06

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

SA NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, GSFC
SA TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION

NASA AWARES CONTRACT FOR EOSDIS CORE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10057 06
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

DATA BASES

COMPUTER PROGRAM WILL CATALOG ASTRONOMICAL SKY SURVEY
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10066 06
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER TO WORK WITH SDIO TO AID INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-77] P93-10078 06
NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06
NASA TESTS HELICOPTER MODEL IN ICING CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-147] P93-10148 06

DATA LINKS

NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10085 06
PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06

DATA PROCESSING

SA SIGNAL PROCESSING

NASA AWARES CONTRACT FOR EOSDIS CORE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06
SATELLITE DATA GET NEW LEASE ON LIFE FROM SOFTWARE BOOST
[NASA RELEASE-93-164] P93-10165 06

DATA SYSTEMS

SA AIR DATA SYSTEMS

NASA AWARES CONTRACT FOR EOSDIS CORE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06

DC-8 AIRCRAFT

NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

DECOMPOSITION

NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH-BREATHING IMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-223] P93-10224 06

DEEP SPACE NETWORK

THREE SPACECRAFT TO CONDUCT 3-WEEK GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-48] P93-10049 06
NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AROUND PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06
POINER CELEBRATES 10 YEARS BEYOND THE KNOWN SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10111 06

DEFENSE REINVEST. & CONVERSION INITIATIVE

NASA OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10066 06

DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF

S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DEFORESTATION

NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES

SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLORING, RED SUPERGIANT STAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

DEMINERALIZATION

S Bone Demineralization

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

SA NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.

NASA, OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10086 06
ARCHITECT OF NASA TECHNOLOGY INCUBATORS TO RECEIVE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-93-176] P93-10177 06
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TARGETED FOR SHUTTLE NOZZLE WORK
[NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10216 06

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SA ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY NEW TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT SEMINAR SET FOR APRIL 1
[NASA RELEASE-93-57] P93-10058 06
NASA OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10086 06
NASA BOOSTS HYPERSONIC RESEARCH WITH UNIVERSITY GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-152] P93-10153 06
NASA NAMES TEAM TO STUDY RETURN TRIP TO MARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-157] P93-10158 06
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

SA ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL

NEW TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT SEMINAR SET FOR APRIL 1
[NASA RELEASE-93-57] P93-10058 06
NASA OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10086 06
U.S.-RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCIES HIGHLIGHT SCIENCE NETWORKS
[NASA RELEASE-93-196] P93-10197 06
TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-212] P93-10213 06

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TARGETED FOR SHUTTLE NOZZLE WORK
[NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10216 06

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

DEBATES

NASA HELPS PROVIDE FAMINE EARLY WARNING FOR AFRICA
[NASA RELEASE-93-213] P93-10214 06

DESIGN ANALYSIS

NASA ENGINEER RECEIVES TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-93-73] P93-10074 06

DESIGN CRITERIA

S AIRCRAFT DESIGN
S SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
S SPACECRAFT DESIGN

DETECTORS

SA INFRARED DETECTORS

JPL TEAM DEVELOPS SPECIAL POLLUTION DETECTION GLASS
[NASA RELEASE-93-209] P93-10210 06

DEUTERIUM

EVIDENCE POINTS TO OCEANS, LIGHTNING ON EARLY VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-93-51] P93-10052 06

DIAGNOSIS

NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP ULTRASONIC DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06

DIAMONDS

DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-58] P93-10059 06

DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER

CORE 'BIG BANG' DATA MADE AVAILABLE TO SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
[NASA RELEASE-93-145] P93-10146 06

NASA ENDS COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SCIENCE OPERATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-228] P93-10229 06

DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT

COBE 'BIG BANG' DATA MADE AVAILABLE TO SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
[NASA RELEASE-93-145] P93-10146 06

DIGITAL CODING

S DATA PROCESSING

DIGITAL DATA

NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

NASA F-15 MAKES FIRST ENGINE-CONTROLLED TOUCHDOWN
[NASA RELEASE-93-75] P93-10076 06

DIGITIZED PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES

COMPUTER PROGRAM WILL CATALOG ASTRONOMICAL SKY SURVEY
[NASA RELEASE-93-67] P93-10068 06

DIODES

NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH PROGRESS
[NASA RELEASE-93-200] P93-10201 06

DIRBE

S DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT

DISASTERS

S ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS

DISCOVERY

SPACE STATION PRECURSOR WORK CONTINUES ON SHUTTLE IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-93-10] P93-10011 06
SPACEWALK ADDED TO JULY SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-21] P93-10022 06
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06
HUBBLE TELESCOPE SERVICING MISSION SCHEDULED FOR ELEVEN DAYS
[NASA RELEASE-93-76] P93-10077 06
NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

DISCOVERY PROGRAM

NASA SELECTS 11 DISCOVERY MISSION CONCEPTS FOR FUTURE
[NASA RELEASE-93-27] P93-10028 06
NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MIRSE PATHFINDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISEASES</th>
<th>S ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)</th>
<th>S TUMORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISPLAY DEVICES</td>
<td>SA COCKPIT WEATHER INFO. NEEDS /CWIN/ SYSTEM</td>
<td>NASA, FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHEAR PILOTING PROCEDURES [NASA RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL, NASA CROSS-SECTION**

| NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL | NASA CROSSFOUNDER NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL [NASA RELEASE-93-16] P93-10017 06 |
| NASA PRESENTS PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL TO GENE ROODENBERRY [NASA RELEASE-93-19] P93-10020 06 |
| DMR | S DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER | DOC | S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE |
| DOCKING | S SPACE DOCKING | DOD | S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE |
| DOE | S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY |
| DOMINION ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY, CANADA HUBBLE CLOSING IN ON AGE OF THE UNIVERSE [NASA RELEASE-93-108] P93-10109 06 |
| DOPPLER RADAR SYSTEM NEW WINDSHEAR SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY 'SUCCESS STORY' [NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06 |
| DRAG REDUCTION | NASA, LEARJET JOIN TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGIES [NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06 |
| NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS [NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06 |
| DRUGS | NASA JOINS FORCES WITH INDUSTRY IN AIDS RESEARCH [NASA RELEASE-93-88] P93-10089 06 |
| PROTON CRYSTAL GROWTH RESEARCH TAKES STEP TOWARD NEW DRUGS [NASA RELEASE-93-166] P93-10167 06 |
| DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF. NASA INVENTION YIELDS BETTER, FASTER STRESS MEASUREMENTS [NASA RELEASE-93-2] P93-10002 06 |
| NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS [NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06 |
| NASA SR-JI NOW A FLYING OBSERVATORY [NASA RELEASE-93-71] P93-10072 06 |
| NASA F-15 MAKES FIRST ENGINE-CONTROLLED TOUCHDOWN [NASA RELEASE-93-75] P93-10076 06 |
| NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06 |
| NASA F-15 BEING READIED FOR ADVANCED MANEUVERING FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-115] P93-10116 06 |
| NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD [NASA RELEASE-93-162] P93-10164 06 |
| NASA FLIES FIBER OPTICS ON AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS TEST [NASA RELEASE-93-199] P93-10200 06 |
| PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06 |
| DEW | S DEEP SPACE NETWORK |
| DUCTED FAN ENGINES NASA TESTING NEW, POWERFUL DUCTED FANS ENGINE FOR CIVIL JETS [NASA RELEASE-93-103] P93-10104 06 |
| DUST | S INTERSTELLAR DUST |
| DYNAMIC VELOCITY TAPER NASA RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKAN VOLCANOES [NASA RELEASE-93-109] P93-10199 06 |
| EAR | S OTOLITH ORGANS S VESTIBULAR SYSTEM |
| EARTH ATMOSPHERE S IONOSPHERE S MESOSPHERE S STRATOSPHERE S UPPER ATMOSPHERE |
| EARTH ENVIRONMENT SA ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR [NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06 |
| NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE [NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10224 06 |
| EARTH MOVEMENTS NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE [NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10224 06 |
| EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM /EOS/ NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10104 06 |
| NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR ECOSSIS CORE SYSTEM [NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06 |
| NASA TDRSS NETWORK MARKS 10 YEARS OF OPERATION [NASA RELEASE-93-80] P93-10061 06 |
| EARTH RADIATION BUDGET MT. PINATUBO ERUPTION CAUSES TEMPORARY COOLING OF EARTH [NASA RELEASE-93-41] P93-10042 06 |
| EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM MT. PINATUBO ERUPTION CAUSES TEMPORARY COOLING OF EARTH [NASA RELEASE-93-41] P93-10042 06 |
| EARTH RESOURCES S VEGETATION S WATER RESOURCES |
| EARTH ROTATION EARTH'S ROTATION RATE MAY BE DUE TO EARLY COLLISIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-12] P93-10013 06 |
| EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIV., NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06 |
| EARTH SCIENCES S GEOLOGY |
| ECE | S SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED [NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06 |
| U.S./RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCIES HOOKING SCIENCE NETWORKS [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10197 06 |
| ECOLOGY STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06 |

**ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**

| NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES [NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06 |
| EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND OZONE DESTROYING CHLORINE EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-93 WINTER [NASA RELEASE-93-68] P93-10069 06 |
| EDUCATION SA PILOT TRAINING SA TEACHER RESOURCE CENTERS, NASA MINORITY STUDENTS APPRENTICE ON SPACE RESEARCH [NASA RELEASE-93-116] P93-10117 06 |
| STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10116 06 |
| NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR [NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06 |
| EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SA CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE PROGRAM SA UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS MINORITY STUDENTS APPRENTICE ON SPACE RESEARCH [NASA RELEASE-93-116] P93-10117 06 |
| NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR [NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06 |
| NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION INITIATIVES LAUNCHED [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10159 06 |
| TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON [NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06 |
| NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY [NASA RELEASE-93-197] P93-10198 06 |
| NASA TAPS 20 SCHOOLS FOR AERONAUTICS ENGINEERING GRANTS [NASA RELEASE-93-210] P93-10211 06 |
| PRESS CONFERENCE, JOHNSPAC CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS P93-10239 05 |
| WEST VIRGINIA HIGH TECH CONSORTIUM, FAIRMONT, WEST VIRGINIA P93-10247 05 |
| EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR [NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06 |
| EDWARDS AFB, CALIF. NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT [NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06 |
| NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD [NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06 |
| EER SYSTEMS CORP., VIENNA, VA. CONSORT '6 LAUNCH DATE SET [NASA RELEASE-93-22] P93-10023 06 |
| EGG FLORIDA, INC. KSC BASE OPERATIONS CONTRACT AWARD PROTESTS SETTLED [NASA RELEASE-93-18] P93-10019 06 |
| EGRET/TELESCOPE/ S ENERGETIC GAMMA RAY EXPERIMENT TELESCOPE EDM OCEAN NASA SCIENTISTS FORESEE STRENGTHENING EL NINO EVENT [NASA RELEASE-93-39] P93-10040 06 |
| TOPEX POSEIDON MAPS PRECISE GLOBAL SEA LEVEL [NASA RELEASE-93-122] P93-10123 06 |
| TOPEX/POSEIDON DATA CONFIRMS EL NINO PREDICTIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-205] P93-10206 06 |

**EL NINO**
EL SALVADOR

NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06

ENGINE DESIGN
NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06

ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06

ENGINE TESTS
SPACE STATION FREEDOM PROPULSION FIRING TESTS UNDERWAY
[NASA RELEASE-93-72] P93-10008 06
NASA TESTING NEW, POWERFUL DUCTED FANS ENGINE FOR CIVIL JETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-103] P93-10104 06
NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06

ENGINEERING
S AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

ENGINEERS
NASA RESEARCHER TAPPED FOR OHIO SCIENCE HALL OF FAME
[NASA RELEASE-93-23] P93-10024 06

ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR / SHUTTLE /
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S DUCTED FAN ENGINES
F 404 ENGINE
S JET ENGINES
S THRUSTORS

ENVIRONMENT
S EARTH ENVIRONMENT
S ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS
S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

ENVIRONMENT CANADA
OZONE DESTROYING CHLORINE EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-1993 WINTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-68] P93-10069 06

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06
NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06
NASA AND RUSSIA SIGN AERONAUTICS AGREEMENT IN MOSCOW
[NASA RELEASE-93-221] P93-10222 06

ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTERS
MT. PINATUBO ERUPTION CAUSES TEMPORARY COOLING OF EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-41] P93-10042 06

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
MT. PINATUBO ERUPTION CAUSES TEMPORARY COOLING OF EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-41] P93-10042 06
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MICH.
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
S AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
S AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
S AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
S PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
S SEMICONDUCTORS
S X-RAYS
S ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
S ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
S GAMMA RAYS
S RADIO WAVES
S ELECTRIC
S FOREST STUDIES
S SPACECRAFT
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S THRUSTORS
S DUCTED FAN ENGINES
S JET ENGINES
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
S PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
S SEMICONDUCTORS
S X-RAYS
S ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
S ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
S GAMMA RAYS
S RADIO WAVES
S ELECTRIC
S FOREST STUDIES
S SPACECRAFT
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S THRUSTORS
S DUCTED FAN ENGINES
S JET ENGINES
S AIRCRAFT ENGINES
S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
S PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
S SEMICONDUCTORS
S X-RAYS
GALACTIC NUCLEI
- Hubble discovers a double nucleus in core of active galaxy [NASA RELEASE-93-6] P93-10007 06
- Hubble looks at the heart of a galaxy collision [NASA RELEASE-93-97] P93-10098 06
- New discoveries by NASA’s ELV explorer presented [NASA RELEASE-93-115] P93-10105 06
- Hubble supports black hole model for active galaxies [NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

GALACTIC RADIATION
- Gamma ray observatory produces three major discoveries [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06
- Mystery of ‘fastest flickering’ galaxy solved [NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

GALACTIC STRUCTURE
- Gamma ray observatory produces three major discoveries [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06
- Mystery of ‘fastest flickering’ galaxy solved [NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

GALAXIES
- Sa andromeda nebula
- Sa milky way
- Sa seyfert galaxy
- Sa spiral galaxies
- Sa starburst galaxies
- Mysterious concentration of dark matter discovered [NASA RELEASE-93-1] P93-10001 06
- Hubble looks at the heart of a galaxy collision [NASA RELEASE-93-97] P93-10098 06
- Hubble supports black hole model for active galaxies [NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

GA LILEO PROJECT
- Three spacecraft to conduct 3-week gravitational wave search [NASA RELEASE-93-48] P93-10049 06
- Heading for Jupiter, Galileo to encounter its second asteroid [NASA RELEASE-93-149] P93-10150 06
- Galileo detects magnetic field around asteroid Ida [NASA RELEASE-93-193] P93-10194 06
- IO’s ‘ghost’ detected on Jupiter [NASA RELEASE-93-208] P93-10209 06

GAMMA RAY TELESCOPES
- Energetic gamma ray experiment telescope
- Gamma ray astronomy
- Imaging Compton telescope

GAMMA RAYS
- Gamma ray bursts
- NASA satellite data shake theories on gamma-ray bursts [NASA RELEASE-93-72] P93-10073 06
- Gamma ray observatory produces three major discoveries [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06
- Gamma-ray observatory produces three major discoveries [NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

GAS JETS
- Hubble discovers a double nucleus in core of active galaxy [NASA RELEASE-93-6] P93-10007 06

GAS TURBINE ENGINES
- S ducted fan engines
- S k404 engine
- S jet engines

GASES
- S atmospheric composition
- S carbon dioxide
- S carbon monoxide
- S deuterium
- S hydrogen
- S interstellar gas
- S ozone
- S xenon

GEMINGA
- Supernova may have caused huge void around solar system [NASA RELEASE-93-36] P93-10037 06

GENERAL AVIATION
- NASA Oshkosh exhibit highlights U.S. leadership in aeronautics [NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10129 06

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
- Industry tests NASA computer programs for efficient design [NASA RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
- Industry tests NASA computer programs for efficient design [NASA RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., EVANDALE, OHIO
- NASA saves $1 million on aeronautics research project [NASA RELEASE-93-35] P93-10056 06

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
- Yellow Creek facilities targeted for shuttle nozzle work [NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10216 06

GENETICS
- Shuttle rat experiment yields unexpected results [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06
- Genetics and growth
- Shuttle rat experiment yields unexpected results [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06

GEOCHEMISTRY
- S atmospheric composition
- S carbon dioxide
- S carbon monoxide
- S deuterium
- S hydrogen
- S interstellar gas
- S ozone
- S xenon

GEMINGA
- Supernova may have caused huge void around solar system [NASA RELEASE-93-36] P93-10037 06

GENERAL AVIATION
- NASA Oshkosh exhibit highlights U.S. leadership in aeronautics [NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10129 06

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
- Industry tests NASA computer programs for efficient design [NASA RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
- Industry tests NASA computer programs for efficient design [NASA RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., EVANDALE, OHIO
- NASA saves $1 million on aeronautics research project [NASA RELEASE-93-35] P93-10056 06

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
- Yellow Creek facilities targeted for shuttle nozzle work [NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10216 06

GENETICS
- Shuttle rat experiment yields unexpected results [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06
- Genetics and growth
- Shuttle rat experiment yields unexpected results [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06

GEOCHEMISTRY
- NASA scientists create earth breathing image [NASA RELEASE-93-223] P93-10224 06

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
- NASA study refines estimates of amazon deforestation [NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
- Geosat/iron staff, ariz.
- Clementine mission science team selected [NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10067 06
- NASA names team to study return trip to Mars [NASA RELEASE-93-157] P93-10158 06

GEOSCIENCE, U.S.
- NASA names imaging principal investigator for mesur Pathfinder [NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06
- Hubble investigates comet on a collision course with Jupiter [NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06
- Dante robot to explore active alaska volcano in spring [NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10196 06

GEODES
- Sa geochronology
- Sa geomorphology
- Sa geophysics
- Sa tectonics
- Sa volcanology

GEOLOGY
- Magellan aerobraking, gravity studies underway [NASA RELEASE-93-98] P93-10099 06
- NASA Russian mission explores kamchatkan volcanoes [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06

GEOMORPHOLOGY

GEOPHYSICS
- Dante robot to explore active alaska volcano in spring [NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10196 06
- George C. Marshall space flight center
- S Marshall space flight center, ala.
- George Washington univ., washington, d.c.
- Remarks given to john logstone space policy class, george washington university [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06

GERMAN SATELLITES
- S Rosat / german satellite

GERMAN SPACE AGENCY
- Second german space lab mission is space shuttle’s 54th flight [NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06
- International mars exploration group formed [NASA RELEASE-93-67] P93-10088 06
- NASA and german space agency sign space agreement [NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06

GETAWAY SPECIALS
- Prime and backup cosmonauts named for shuttle sts-60 mission
- [NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10062 06
- First spacelab flight highlights sts-57 shuttle mission
- [NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06

GINGA SATELLITE
- Mystery of ‘fastest flickering’ galaxy solved
- [NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

GIS/INFORMATION SYSTEMS
- S geographic information systems

GLASS
- Jpl team develops special pollution detection glass
- [NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10210 06

GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
- NASA awards contract for eodsis core system
- [NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
- Flight tests prove simpler satellite-guided autoland method
- [NASA RELEASE-93-165] P93-10186 06
NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW
[NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED AIR TRANSPORT MATERIALS STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-124] P93-10125 06

NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPersonic Airliner Effort
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10203 06

HONDURAS
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06

HONEYWELL, INC.
NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AGENCY MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06

COCKPIT WEATHER SYSTEM MAY SAVE AIRLINES
$6 MILLION PER YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-194] P93-10195 06

HOUSTON UNIV., TX
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06

HUBBLE
S HIGH RESOLUTION MICROWAVE SURVEY Hrms/

HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HUBBLE DISCOVERS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN CORE OF ACTIVE GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-6] P93-10007 06

SPACEWALK ADDED TO JULY SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-21] P93-10022 06

HUBBLE TELESCOPIC MISSION SCHEDULED FOR ELEVEN DAYS
[NASA RELEASE-93-76] P93-10077 06

NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW
[NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION STUDY COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-93-109] P93-10110 06

HUBBLE SUPPORTS BLACK HOLE MODEL FOR ACTIVE GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

HUBBLE FINDS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN THE ANDROMEDA GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-133] P93-10134 06

HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06

HUBBLE INSTRUMENT MAY RECEIVE FURTHER TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-93-169] P93-10170 06

HUBBLE SEES GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYGNI 1992
[NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06

HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

HUBBLE DEEP SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10204 06

FIVE SPACEWALKS TO SERVICE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
[HUBBLE'S 'GHOST' DETECTED ON JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

HUBBLE FINDS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN THE ANDROMEDA GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-133] P93-10134 06

HUBBLE SUPPORTS BLACK HOLE MODEL FOR ACTIVE GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

HUBBLE INSTRUMENT MAY RECEIVE FURTHER TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-93-169] P93-10170 06

HUBBLE SEES GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYGNI 1992
[NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06

HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

HUBBLE DEEP SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-202] P93-10204 06

FIVE SPACEWALKS TO SERVICE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
[NASA RELEASE-93-204] P93-10205 06

HST SERVICING MISSION HIGHLIGHTS 1993 NASA ACCOMPLISHMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-226] P93-10227 06

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S 'THE LARRY KING SHOW': INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05

HUGH L. DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
IMAGING COMPTON TELESCOPE

NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION [NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06

IMAGING COMPTON TELESCOPE

GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY PRODUCES THREE MAJOR DISCOVERIES [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06

IMAGING TECHNIQUES

NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP ULTRASOUND DETECTOR [NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06

NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION [NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06

NASA ADAPTING UNIQUE X-RAY SYSTEM TO INSPECT AIRCRAFT [NASA RELEASE-93-137] P93-10138 06

IMPACT DAMAGE

HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER [NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

IMPERIAL COLLEGE, LONDON, ENGLAND

ULYSSES REACHES UNEXPLORED REGIONS OF SOLA [NASA RELEASE-93-217] P93-10218 06

IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM

NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS [NASA RELEASE-93-166] P93-10167 06

IN-STEP/PROGRAM S IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM

INDIAN OCEAN

TOPEXPOSEIDON MAPS PRECISE GLOBAL SEA LEVEL [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10123 06

INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

S ATTITUDE INDICATORS S SPEED INDICATORS

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

S TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

LEWIS, CASE, BATTELLE TO COMMERCIALIZATION NASA INVENTIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

LEWIS, CASE, BATTELLE TO COMMERCIALIZATION NASA INVENTIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

NEW WINDSHEAR SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY SUCCESS STORY [NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06

ARCHITECT OF NASA TECHNOLOGY INCUBATORS TO RECEIVE AWARD [NASA RELEASE-93-176] P93-10177 06

NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10187 06

TECHNOLOGY 2000 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES [NASA RELEASE-93-212] P93-10213 06

TRANSCRIPT: REMARKS BY DANIEL S. GOLDIN ON NASA PRESENTATION P93-10200 06

INERT GASES

S XENON

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

SA GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS NASA/OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE TO HOST CIVIERSPACE CONFERENCE [NASA RELEASE-93-50] P93-10051 06

NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR EOSDIS CORE SYSTEM [NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER TO WORK WITH SDI TO AID INDUSTRY [NASA RELEASE-93-77] P93-10078 06

INFRARED TELESCOPES

NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGreements [NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06

INFRARED SPECTRA

EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO [NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

INFRARED SCANNER

NASA RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKA VOLCANOES [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06

INFRARED DETECTORS

NEW WINDSHEAR SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY SUCCESS STORY [NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06

NASA, FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHEAR PILOTING PROCEDURES [NASA RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06

INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY

NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION [NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06

INFRARED RADIATION

NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGREEMENT [NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06

INFLATABLE SCANNER

NASA RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKA VOLCANOES [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06

INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

INFLATABLE SPACE STRUCTURES [NASA RELEASE-93-172] P93-10173 06

INFLATABLE VERTICAL SHAFTS

INFLATABLE VERTICAL SHAFTS [NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06

INFLATABLE DEBRIS DETECTORS

INFLATABLE DEBRIS DETECTORS [NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06

INFLATABLE SPACE HABITATS

INFLATABLE SPACE HABITATS [NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-176] P93-10177 06

INFLATABLE SPACECRAFT

INFLATABLE SPACECRAFT [NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-178] P93-10179 06

INFLATABLE SPACE STRUCTURES [NASA RELEASE-93-179] P93-10180 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-180] P93-10181 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06

INFLATABLE SPACE STRUCTURES

INFLATABLE SPACE STRUCTURES [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-183] P93-10184 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-185] P93-10186 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-187] P93-10188 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-189] P93-10190 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-190] P93-10191 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-191] P93-10192 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-193] P93-10194 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-194] P93-10195 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10196 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-196] P93-10197 06

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES

INFLATABLE SPACE DOMES [NASA RELEASE-93-197] P93-10198 06

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS

INFLATABLE SPACE TOWERS [NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES

INFLATABLE SPACE VEHICLES [NASA RELEASE-93-199] P93-10200 06
NEW DISCOVERIES BY NASA'S EUV EXPLORER PRESENTED [NASA RELEASE-93-105] P93-10106 06
NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AND PLANETS [NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06
HUBBLE SEES GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYgni 1992 [NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06
FROZEN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DISCOVERED IN STELLAR NURSERY [NASA RELEASE-93-187] P93-10188 06
INTERSTELLAR MATTER
SA INTERSTELLAR DUST
SA INTERSTELLAR GAS
NASA SCIENTISTS SOLVE LONG-STANDING STELLAR MYSTERY [NASA RELEASE-93-25] P93-10025 06
DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES [NASA RELEASE-93-58] P93-10059 06
Gamma-ray observatory produces three major discoveries [NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06
INTERSTELLAR SPACE
Voyager spacecraft find clue to another solar system mystery [NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10100 06
New discoveries by NASA's EuV explorer presented [NASA RELEASE-93-105] P93-10106 06
INVENTIONS
NASA invention yields better, faster stress measurements [NASA RELEASE-93-2] P93-10002 06
Lewis, case, Battelle to commercialize NASA inventions [NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06
INVENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
INVESTIGATION BOARDS
NASA names head of Mars observer investigation boards [NASA RELEASE-93-153] P93-10154 06
NASA/NOAA panel to investigate NOAA-13 failure [NASA RELEASE-93-154] P93-10155 06
Mars observer investigation board members named [NASA RELEASE-93-159] P93-10190 06
NASA board to investigate STS-51 hardware problem [NASA RELEASE-93-164] P93-10185 06
io
evidence for solid water found on Jupiter's moon Io [NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06
io's 'ghost' detected on Jupiter [NASA RELEASE-93-208] P93-10200 06
ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES
Lewis space research spawns water purification system [NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10102 06
IONIZING RADIATION
s Gamma Ray Bursts
IONSOSPHERE
NASA selects upper atmosphere investigators [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10124 06
IOWA
NASA providing midwest flooding information [NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10125 06
IOWA UNIV., IOWA CITY
Pioneer celebrates 10 years beyond the known solar planets [NASA RELEASE-93-110] P93-10111 06
ISOTOPES
6a Deuterium
SUBJECT INDEX

L

L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06

LANDING AIDS
SA AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NASA F-15 MAKES FIRST ENGINE-CONTROLLED TOUCHDOWN
[NASA RELEASE-93-75] P93-10076 06

LANDING VEHICLES
NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MIR PATHFINDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06

LANDSAT SATELLITES
S. LANDSAT 4
S. LANDSAT 5

LANDSAT 4
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

LANDSAT 5
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10120 06

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
MT. PINATUBO Eruption Causes Temporary Cooling of Earth
[NASA RELEASE-93-41] P93-10042 06

NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06

NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-49] P93-10070 06

NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06

NASA TESTING NEW, POWERFUL DUCTED FANS ENGINE FOR CIVIL JETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-103] P93-10104 06

NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10124 06

NASA AWAITS HIGH-SPEED AIR TRANSPORT MATERIALS STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-104] P93-10125 06

NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP ULTRASOUND DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06

FLIGHT TESTS PROVE SIMPLER SATELLITE-GUIDED AUTOLAND METHOD
[NASA RELEASE-93-165] P93-10110 06

NEW WINDSHEAR SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY "SUCCESS STORY"
[NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10117 06

NASA, FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHEAR PILOTING PROCEDURES
[NASA RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06

TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10185 06

NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

COCKPIT WEATHER SYSTEM MAY SAVE AIRLINES $6 MILLION PER YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-194] P93-10195 06

NASA TAPS 20 SCHOOLS FOR AERONAUTICS ENGINEERING GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-210] P93-10211 06

K

KELVIN WAVES
TOPEX/POSEIDON DATA CONFIRMS EL NINO PREDICTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-205] P93-10206 06

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCAO BEACH, FLA.
KSC BASE OPERATIONS CONTRACT AWARD PROTESTS SETTLED
[NASA RELEASE-93-18] P93-10019 06

PEARSON ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-49] P93-10095 06

PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-69] P93-10070 06

NASA SPACE CENTER, COCAO BEACH, FLA.
KSC SPACE CENTER, COCAO BEACH, FLA.

KSC
S. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCAO BEACH, FLA.

KUPPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY
EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO
[NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

DIRECTOR OF AMES TECHNOLOGY COMMERCE/COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-185] P93-10186 06

GOLDIN ANNOUNCES KEY SPACE STATION MANAGEMENT MOVES
[NASA RELEASE-93-191] P93-10192 06

NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN AGREEMENT FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10223 06

PRESS CONFERENCE, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS
P93-10239 05

JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER
NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06

JSC
S. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.

JUNO /SATELLITE
S. JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER

JUPITER /PLANET
THREE SPACECRAFT TO CONDUCT 3-WEEK GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-48] P93-10049 06

SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLODING, RED SUPERGIANT STAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

IO'S "GHOST" DETECTED ON JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-208] P93-10209 06

JUPITER ORBITER/PROBE
S. GALLEO PROJECT

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUREL, MD.
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY

HUBBLE DISCOVERS A DOUBLY NUCLEUS IN CORE OF ACTIVE GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10007 06

HUBBLE DEEP-SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-92-203] P93-10204 06

JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
SPACEWALK ADDED TO JULY SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-21] P93-10022 06

NASA FUND RESEARCH TO EXPLODE COMMERCIALIZATION TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-37] P93-10038 06

PEARSON ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-49] P93-10095 06

PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-69] P93-10070 06

BIENNIAL ASTRONAUT RECRUITING BEGINS
[NASA RELEASE-93-101] P93-10102 06

JSC DIRECTOR COHEN ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-131] P93-10132 06

SPACE STATION HOST CENTER AND PRIME CONTRACTOR ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-148] P93-10149 06

TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

ARCHITECT OF NASA TECHNOLOGY INCUBATORS TO RECEIVE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-93-176] P93-10177 06

MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

DIRECTOR OF AMES TECHNOLOGY COMMERCE/COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-185] P93-10186 06

GOLDIN ANNOUNCES KEY SPACE STATION MANAGEMENT MOVES
[NASA RELEASE-93-191] P93-10192 06

NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN AGREEMENT FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10223 06

PRESS CONFERENCE, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS
P93-10239 05

JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER
NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06

JSC
S. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.

JUNO /SATELLITE
S. JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER

JUPITER /PLANET
THREE SPACECRAFT TO CONDUCT 3-WEEK GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-48] P93-10049 06

SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLODING, RED SUPERGIANT STAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-188] P93-10189 06

IO'S "GHOST" DETECTED ON JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-93-208] P93-10209 06

JUPITER ORBITER/PROBE
S. GALLEO PROJECT
MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY
GOLDEN CALLS FOR IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10010 06

MEASURING DEVICES
SA ATTITUDE INDICATORS
SA HIGH SPEED PHOTOMETERS
SA INFRARED SPECTROMETER
SA RADIATION DETECTORS
SA POSITIVE ELECTRON MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
SA STRAIN GAUGES
SA ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER

NASA SAVES $1 MILLION ON AERONAUTICS RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10026 06
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06

MEDALS
S CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR
S DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL, NASA
S NATIONAL MEDAL OF TECHNOLOGY

MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
CATARACT SURGERY technologists could benefit from SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-45] P93-10045 06

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
SA MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS
SA SPACE SUT and MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-69] P93-10070 06
NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP ULTRACOLOUR DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10125 06
NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY
[NASA RELEASE-93-183] P93-10184 06

MEDICAL PERSONNEL
SA PHYSICIANS

MEDICAL RESEARCH
SA BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
NASA SELECTS CENTER FOR LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-40] P93-10041 06

MEDICINE / GEN
S NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10225 06

MEMBRANES
S ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES

MESOSPHERE
SA NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06

METABOLISM
METABOLIC SPACEWALK STUDIES SUBJECT OF AMES RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-93] P93-10034 06

METALS
SA ALUMINUM
LEWIS SPACE RESEARCH SPAWNS WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-99] P93-10007 06

METEOR SPACECRAFT
1992 ANTARCTIC OZONE DEPLETION AS SEVERE AS ANY PREVIOUS YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-13] P93-10014 06

METEOR-3 SATELLITE
1992-93 GLOBAL OZONE LEVELS LOWER THAN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-74] P93-10005 06
1993 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE REACHES RECORD LOWS
[NASA RELEASE-93-190] P93-10191 06

METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
S NIMBUS 7
S NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
S NOAA-11
S NOAA-13

METEOROLOGY
SA CLOUDS
SA LIGHTNING
SA THUNDERSTORMS
SA WEATHER FORECASTING
UNIVERSITIES FLY OZONE RESEARCH BALLOON FROM TEXAS TO FLA.
[NASA RELEASE-93-6] P93-10009 06
TOPOX/POSEIDON DATA CONFIRMS EL NINO PREDICTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-205] P93-10206 06

METHANE
NITROGEN ICE DISCOVERED ON PLUTO
[NASA RELEASE-93-142] P93-10143 06

MICHIGAN STATE UNIV
HUBBLE DISCOVERS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN CORE OF ACTIVE GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-6] P93-10007 06

MICHIGAN UNIV
EVIDENCE POINTS TO OCEANS, LIGHTNING ON EARLY VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-93-51] P93-10052 06
HUBBLE FINDS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN THE ANDROMEDA GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10134 06

MICHIGAN UNIV, ANN ARBOR
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-120] P93-10124 06

MICROBURST'S A METEOROLOGY
NEW WINDSHIELD SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY 'SUCCESS STORY'
[NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06
NASA, FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHIELD PILOTING PROCEDURES
[NASA RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06

MICROGRAVITY
FIRST 1993 SHUTTLE MISSION DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE CAPABILITIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-4] P93-10004 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10005 06
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06
CONSORT 6 LAUNCH DATE SET
[NASA RELEASE-93-32] P93-10023 06
NASA STUDY MAY HELP REDUCE LIGHTHEADEDNESS AFTER SPACE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-30] P93-10001 06
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06
STS-62 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06
PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10062 06

MINNESOTA UNIV
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

MINNESOTA UNIV
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06
NASA JOINS FORCES WITH INDUSTRY IN AIDS RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10089 06
METABOLIC SPACEWALK STUDIES SUBJECT OF AMES RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-93] P93-10094 06
STS-56 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
[P93-10136 06
SHUTTLE MISSION TO CONDUCT SCIENTIFIC FIRST
[NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06
NASA TO DEVELOP AND BUILD SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-93-211] P93-10222 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: BRUNEL'S PRODUCTION LINE INSPIRATION, INNOVATION AND THE MARCH OF TECHNOLOGY, NATIONAL CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING SCIENCES 1993 ANNUAL MEETING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10226 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY: TO BOLDLY GO - GIVING THOUGHT TO WHAT COMES NEXT IN SPACE, NATIONAL SPACE CLUB SPACE OUTLOOK CONFERENCE, FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA P93-10239 06
PRESS CONFERENCE, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS P93-10239 06
MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY-1 USML-1
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH RESEARCH TAKES STEP TOWARD NEW DRUGS
[NASA RELEASE-93-166] P93-10186 06
MICROORGANISMS
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06
NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10224 06
MICROSCOPES
ASTROPHYSICIST NAMED 1992 NASA INVENTOR OF THE YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-24] P93-10025 06
TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-212] P93-10213 06
MICROWAVE ASTRONOMY
BIG BANG THEORY PASSES TOUGHEST TEST
[NASA RELEASE-93-5] P93-10006 06
MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER
OZONE DESTROYING CHELORS EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-93 WINTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10069 06
MICROWAVE RADAR
NEW WINDSHIELD SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY 'SUCCESS STORY'
[NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06
MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS
S DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER S MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER
MICROWAVE SYSTEM
S F/A-18 AIRCRAFT
MILKY WAY
DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-36] P93-10059 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY PRODUCES THREE MAJOR DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-142] P93-10183 06
FROZEN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DISCOVERED IN STELLAR NURSERY
[NASA RELEASE-93-187] P93-10188 06
MINNESOTA UNIV
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

A-25
OFFICE OF EDUC. PROGRAMS AND SERV., NASA
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION INITIATIVES LAUNCHED [NASA RELEASE-93-158] P93-10159 06

OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY [NASA RELEASE-93-158] P93-10159 06

OFFICE OF EXPLORATION, NASA
EXPLORATION EFFORT SHIFTED TO OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE [NASA RELEASE-93-54] P93-10055 06

OFFICE OF HIGH-SPEED RESEARCH, NASA
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED AIR TRANSPORT MATERIALS STUDY CONTRACTS [NASA RELEASE-93-124] P93-10125 06

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
JEFF LAWRENCE APPOINTED TO HEAD LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS FOR NASA [NASA RELEASE-93-70] P93-10071 06

OFFICE OF LIFE & MICROGRAVITY SCI. & APPL.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS, RELATIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06

OFFICE OF MISSION TO PLANET EARTH, NASA
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS, RELATIONS [NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06

OFFICE OF JPL, NASA
ASTRO-D MISSION TO LAUNCH TONIGHT IN PARIS AIR SHOW [NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06

OFFICE OF SMALL & DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
NEW ADVISORY GROUP EYES MINORITY BUSINESSES [NASA RELEASE-93-17] P93-10018 06

NASA CO-SPONSORS HIGH-TECH SMALL BUSINESS CONFERENCE [NASA RELEASE-93-29] P93-10030 06

OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS OUTREACH, NASA
NASA SMALL BUSINESS OUTREACH OFFICE OPENS IN NASHUA, N.H. [NASA RELEASE-93-206] P93-10207 06

OFFICE OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
NASA TDRSS NETWORK MARKS 10 YEARS OF OPERATION [NASA RELEASE-93-60] P93-10061 06

NASA'S GROUND TERMINALS RECEIVE NATIVE AMERICAN NAMES [NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

TDRS C-BAND AGREEMENT RESTRICTED [NASA RELEASE-93-126] P93-10127 06

OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
PEARSON ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS [NASA RELEASE-93-49] P93-10050 06

NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW [NASA RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

STATION REDESIGN TEAM TO SUBMIT FINAL REPORT [NASA RELEASE-93-104] P93-10105 06

NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM [NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10165 06

GOLDIN ANNOUNCES KEY SPACE STATION MANAGEMENT MOVES TO ASCERTAIN CAUSE OF LEAK [NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10192 06

YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TARGETED FOR SHUTTLE NOZZLE WORK [NASA RELEASE-93-215] P93-10216 06

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
NEW DISCOVERIES IN EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIV., NASA [NASA RELEASE-93-71] P93-10176 06

SPACE STATION REDESIGN TEAM TO SUBMIT FINAL REPORT [NASA RELEASE-93-127] P93-10128 06

ASTROD MISSION TO LAUNCH TONIGHT IN JAPAN [NASA RELEASE-93-28] P93-10029 06

SCIENTISTS FORESEE STRENGTHENING EL NINO EVENT [NASA RELEASE-93-39] P93-10040 06

NASA SELECTS CENTER FOR LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH [NASA RELEASE-93-40] P93-10041 06

EXPLORATION EFFORT SHIFTED TO OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE [NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10055 06

NASA SATELLITE DATA SHAKE THEORIES ON GAMMA-RAY BURSTS [NASA RELEASE-93-72] P93-10073 06

MEGELLAN TO TEST AEROSPACE MANEUVER IN VENUS ATMOSPHERE [NASA RELEASE-93-89] P93-10090 06

NEW DISCOVERIES BY NASA'S EUV EXPLORER PRESENTED [NASA RELEASE-93-105] P93-10106 06

NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AND PLANETS [NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06

EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO [NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS [NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV.

PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER PAYLOADS
[NA\$ RELEASE-93-205] P93-10206 06

PALO ALTO, CALIF. NASA SE\$CTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
[NA\$ RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06

PALOMAR OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF. COMPUTER PROGRAM WILL CATALOG ASTRONOMICAL SKY SURVEY [NA\$ RELEASE-93-67] P93-10068 06

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC. COCKPIT WEATHER SYSTEM MAY SAVE AIRLINES $6 MILLION PER YEAR [NA\$ RELEASE-93-194] P93-10195 06

PANAM WEATHER SERVICES, MINNEAPOLIS, MN COCKPIT WEATHER SYSTEM MAY SAVE AIRLINES $6 MILLION PER YEAR [NA\$ RELEASE-93-194] P93-10195 06

PANAMA NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES [NA\$ RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06

PARALLEL PROCESSING/COMPUTERS/FASTEST SUPERCOMPUTER CAN BOOST U.S. AEROSPACE INDUSTRY [NA\$ RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06

PARIS AIR SHOW, FRANCE NASA TO FEATURE VIDEO WALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW [NA\$ RELEASE-93-92] P93-10093 06

PATENTS SA INVENTIONS LEWIS, CASE, BATTLE TO COMMERCIALIZATE NASA INVENTIONS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

PATHFINDER PROJECT NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MARS PATHFINDER [NA\$ RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06

PAYLOADS 5 COMMERCIAL PAYLOADS 5 CONSORT 6 PAYLOAD 5 SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS

PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-168] P93-10169 06

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV. CORDOVA NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST [NA\$ RELEASE-93-162] P93-10163 06

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE CONSORT 6 LAUNCH DATE SET [NA\$ RELEASE-93-22] P93-10023 06

PERFORMANCE 5 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT [NA\$ RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06

PERSONNEL 5 ASTRONAUTS 5 ENGINEERS 5 PILOTS 5 SCIENTISTS 5 SPACECREWS

PERSONNEL APPOINTMENTS LEE NAMED NASA PROCUREMENT CHIEF [NA\$ RELEASE-93-11] P93-10012 06
VINCENT NAMED ACTING PUBLIC AFFAIRS HEAD [NA\$ RELEASE-93-15] P93-10016 06

GOLDIN ANNOUNCES KEY SPACE STATION POSTS, SPENDING MEASURES [NA\$ RELEASE-93-38] P93-10039 06
STS-62 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED [NA\$ RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS/RELATIONS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06
PEARSON ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-49] P93-10050 06
DIAZ NAMED TO SPACE SCIENCE POST [NA\$ RELEASE-93-52] P93-10054 06
JEFF LAWRENCE APPOINTED TO HEAD LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS FOR NASA [NA\$ RELEASE-93-70] P93-10071 06
MALCOM PETERSON APPOINTED NASA ACTING COMPTROLLER [NA\$ RELEASE-93-112] P93-10113 06
TWO ASTRONAUTS APPOINTED TO HEADQUARTERS POSITIONS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-120] P93-10121 06
JSC DIRECTOR COHEN ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT [NA\$ RELEASE-93-131] P93-10132 06
FINARELLI APPOINTED HEAD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING [NA\$ RELEASE-93-132] P93-10133 06
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION CHANGES ANNOUNCED [NA\$ RELEASE-93-136] P93-10137 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED FOR FUTURE SHUTTLE MISSIONS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-140] P93-10141 06
NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MARS PATHFINDER [NA\$ RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06
NASA NAMES HEAD OF MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION BOARD [NA\$ RELEASE-93-159] P93-10160 06
CORDOVA NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST [NA\$ RELEASE-93-162] P93-10163 06
DIRECTOR OF AMES TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER NAMED [NA\$ RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

PERSONNEL RESIGNATIONS VINCENT NAMED ACTING PUBLIC AFFAIRS HEAD [NA\$ RELEASE-93-15] P93-10016 06
ASTRONAUT JEMISON TO LEAVE NASA [NA\$ RELEASE-93-43] P93-10044 06
PRESS CONFERENCE, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS P93-10259 05

PERSONNEL SELECTION NASA TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORTS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-52] P93-10053 06
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED [NA\$ RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06
PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION [NA\$ RELEASE-93-61] P93-10062 06
CLEMENTINE MISSION SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED [NA\$ RELEASE-93-66] P93-10067 06
BENNIAN ASTRONAUT RECRUITING REGAINS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-101] P93-10102 06
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-121] P93-10124 06
CREW MEMBERS SELECTED FOR STS-63 SHUTTLE SPACEHAB-3 FLIGHT [NA\$ RELEASE-93-161] P93-10162 06

PHARMACEUTICALS S DRUGS

PHOTOGRAPHY S COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY S INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY S MARS PHOTOGRAPHS S SATELLITE IMAGERY S STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY

NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHERS IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE [NA\$ RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

PHOTOMAPPING NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MARS PATHFINDER [NA\$ RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06

PHOTOMETERS S HIGH SPEED PHOTOMETERS

PHYSICAL EXERCISE METABOLIC SPACEWALK STUDIES SUBJECT OF AMES RESEARCH [NA\$ RELEASE-93-90] P93-10094 06

PHYSICAL SCIENCES S ASTRONOMY S CHEMISTRY S EARTH SCIENCES S GEOLOGY S SPACE SCIENCES

PHYSICISTS NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY [NA\$ RELEASE-93-183] P93-10184 06

PHYSICS S ASTROPHYSICS S ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS S GEOPHYSICS S RELATIVITY THEORY S SOLAR PHYSICS S SPACE PHYSICS

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS NASA STUDY MAY HELP REDUCE LIGHTWEIGHTNESS AFTER SPACE FLIGHT [NA\$ RELEASE-93-30] P93-10031 06

METABOLIC SPACEWALK STUDIES SUBJECT OF AMES RESEARCH [NA\$ RELEASE-93-93] P93-10094 06

STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES P93-10126 05

SHUTTLE RAT EXPERIMENT YIELDS UNEXPECTED RESULTS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-181] P93-10182 06

PHYSIOLOGY S GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY S

NASA SELECTS CENTER FOR LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH [NA\$ RELEASE-93-40] P93-10041 06

PILOT TRAINING NASA, FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHEAR PILOTING PROCEDURES [NA\$ RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06

PILOTS CROSSFIELD AWARDED NASA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE MEDAL [NA\$ RELEASE-93-16] P93-10017 06

PIioneer 10

PIioneer Space Probe S Pioneer Venus Probe S Pioneer 10 S Pioneer 11

PIioneer Venus Probe EVIDENCE POINTS TO OCEANS, LIGHTNING ON EARLY VENUS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-51] P93-10052 06

PIioneer Venus Project EVIDENCE POINTS TO OCEANS, LIGHTNING ON EARLY VENUS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-51] P93-10052 06

PIioneer 10 PIioneer CELEBRATES 10 YEARS BEYOND THE KNOWN SOLAR PLANETS [NA\$ RELEASE-93-110] P93-10111 06
RETIREMENT

RIVERS
S MISSISSIPPI RIVER
S MISSISSIPPI RIVER
RMS
S REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM

ROBERT MONDAY WINERY, NAPA VALLEY, CALIF.
NAPA AND CALIFORNIA WINE GROWERS JOINTLY BATTLE PEST DAMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-55] P93-10056 06

ROBOTICS
SA TELEROBOTIC SYSTEMS
NASA/SDAO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE TO HOST CYBERSPACE CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-50] P93-10051 06
NASA TO COMMERCIALIZE ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-100] P93-10019 06
DANTE ROBOT TO EXPLORE ACTIVE ALASKA VOLCANO IN SPRING
[NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10139 06
NRTU
S REGIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER

RUSSIA
NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY
[NASA RELEASE-93-183] P93-10040 06
NASA-RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKAN VOLCANOES
[NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10046 06
NASA AND RUSSIA SIGN AERONAUTICS AGREEMENT IN MOSCOW
[NASA RELEASE-93-221] P93-10045 06
RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, MOSCOW
NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10044 06
NASA RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKAN VOLCANOES
[NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10054 06

RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY
PRIME AND BACKUP COSMOSAUNS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-66 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10062 06
NASA AND THE RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN MARS 94 CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-93-62] P93-10063 06
NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10054 06
NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY
[NASA RELEASE-93-183] P93-10051 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN AGREEMENT FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-222] P93-10052 06

SAFETY DEVICES
NASA F-15 MAKES FIRST ENGINE-CONTROLLED TOUCHDOWN
[NASA RELEASE-93-75] P93-10076 06

SAFETY SYSTEMS
S AIRCRAFT SAFETY

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10054 06
TDRSS C-BAND AGREEMENT RESTRUCTURED
[NASA RELEASE-93-126] P93-10067 06
CONTROLLERS LOSE CONTACT WITH NOAA-13 SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-151] P93-10052 06

SATELLITE IMAGERY
NASA AND CALIFORNIA WINE GROWERS JOINTLY BATTLE PEST DAMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-55] P93-10055 06
NASA STUDY REFINES ESTIMATES OF AMAZON DEFORESTATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10212 06
SATELLITE DATA GET NEW LEASE ON LIFE FROM SOFTWARE BOOST
[NASA RELEASE-93-164] P93-10065 06
NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-223] P93-10024 06

SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS
S DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
S FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE SPECTROPHOTOMETER

SATELLITE NETWORK
SA SPACEBRIDGE NETWORK
NASA TORSS NETWORK MARKS 10 YEARS OF OPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-00] P93-10061 06

SUBJECT INDEX

RUSSIAN SPACE PROGRAMS
NASA AND THE RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN MARS 94 CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10054 06
GIBBONS OUTLINES SPACE STATION REDESIGN GUIDANCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-54] P93-10065 06
NEW YORK TIMES INTERVIEW WITH MATT BATES, INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE MACHINISTS UNION, ACR HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, DC
P93-10245 05

RUTHERFORD APPLETON LAB., ENGLAND
OZONE DESTROYING CHLORINE EXISTED LONGER IN 1992-93 WINTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-68] P93-10069 06

NASA NAMES IMAGING SPECTROPHOTOMETER
FOR MESUR PATHFINDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10088 06
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10062 06
DANTE ROBOT TO EXPLORE ACTIVE ALASKA VOLCANO IN SPRING
[NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10051 06
NRTU
S REGIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER

DANTE ROBOT TO EXPLORE ACTIVE ALASKA VOLCANO IN SPRING
[NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10051 06
NRTU
S REGIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
1992 ANTARCTIC OZONE DEPLETION AS SEVERE AS ANY PREVIOUS YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-12] P93-10014 06

SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLODING, RED SUPEROIGIAN STAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

NASA SATELLITE DATA SHAKE THEORIES ON GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-72] P93-10073 06

NASA SELECTS SAT. ATTRACTION
INVESTIGATORS [NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10124 06

REMARKS BY DANIEL S. GOLDIN
[NASA RELEASE-93-26] P93-10065 06

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SATELLITES
S ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SAT.
S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
S EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM
S EXOSAT / EUROPEAN X-RAY OBS SATELLITE/ S EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
S FAST AURICAL SNAPSHOT EXPLORER
S GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
S GINGA SATELLITE
S HUBBLE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
S JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER
S LANDSAT 4
S LALAND SAT. 5
S NAVIGATION SATELLITES
S NIMBUS 7
S NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
S NOAA-11
S NOAA-13
S PIONEER VENUS PROBE
S PIONEER 10
S PIONEER 11
S ROSAT /GERMAN SATELLITE/ S SPACE STATIONS
S SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
S TRANSITIONAL REGION AND CORONAL EXPLORER
S WIDE-FIELD INFRARED EXPLORER

SCANNER S INFRARED SCANNER

SCANNING ELECTRONIC ANALYZER
NASA AND CALIFORNIA WINE GROWERS JOINTLY BATTLE FIRST DAMAGE
[NASA RELEASE-93-55] P93-10056 06

SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION
UNIVERSITIES FLY OZONE RESEARCH BALLOON FROM TEXAS TO FLA.
[NASA RELEASE-93-8] P93-10009 06

LEWIS, CASE, BATTLELIE TO COMMERCIALIZATE NASA INVENTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER SATELLITE
S EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S GINGA SATELLITE
S HUBBLE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
S JOINT ULTRAVIOLET NIGHT SKY OBSERVER
S ROSAT /GERMAN SATELLITE/ S SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
S TRANSITIONAL REGION AND CORONAL EXPLORER
S WIDE-FIELD INFRARED EXPLORER

SCIENTISTS
ASTROPHYSICIST NAMED 1992 NASA INVENTOR OF THE YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-24] P92-10025 06

AAAS TO HONOR NASA SCIENTIST FOR OZONE RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-26] P93-10027 06

CLEMENTINE MISSION SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10066 06

CORDOVA NAMED NASA CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-93-162] P92-10163 06

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.

SEAFIRE AF6, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.
SPACEHAB

FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06
STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
CREWMEMBERS SELECTED FOR STS-63 SHUTTLE SPACEHAB-3 FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-161] P93-10162 06
SHUTTLE MISSION TO CONDUCT SCIENTIFIC FIRST
[NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06
FIVE SPACEWALKS TO SERVICE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION STS-61
[NASA RELEASE-93-204] P93-10205 06

SPACEHAB

SPACE STATION PRECURSOR WORK CONTINUES ON SHUTTLE IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-93-10] P93-10011 06
SPACEWALK ADDED TO APRIL SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-31] P93-10032 06
PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10062 06
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDERS NAMED FOR FUTURE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-140] P93-10141 06
CREWMEMBERS SELECTED FOR STS-63 SHUTTLE SPACEHAB-3 FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-161] P93-10162 06

SPACELAB

SPACE STATION PRECURSOR WORK CONTINUES ON SHUTTLE IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-93-10] P93-10011 06
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDER
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06
STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-93-190] P93-10191 06
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH RESEARCH TAKES STEP TOWARD NEW DRUGS
[NASA RELEASE-93-195] P93-10196 06
PORTABLE COMPUTER TO HELP ASTRONAUTS CONDUCT SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-180] P93-10181 06

SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1

SHUTTLE MISSION TO CONDUCT SCIENTIFIC FIRST
[NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06

SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 2

SHUTTLE MISSION TO CONDUCT SCIENTIFIC FIRST
[NASA RELEASE-93-173] P93-10174 06

SPARTAN SATELLITES

CREWMEMBERS SELECTED FOR STS-63 SHUTTLE SPACEHAB-3 FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-161] P93-10162 06
SPARTAN-HALLEY MISSION
SPARTAN SATELLITES

SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF RESEARCH & TRAINING
NASA SELECTS CENTER FOR LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-40] P93-10041 06

SPECTRA
S INFRARED SPECTRA
S LINE SPECTRA

SPECTROGRAPH
EVIDENCE FOR SOLAR WIND FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO
[NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06
NASA AND GERMAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-129] P93-10130 06

SPECTROMETERS
S INFRARED SPECTROMETER
S POSITRON ELECTRON MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
S ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
S X-RAY SPECTROMETER

SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
S ABSOLUTE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
1993 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE REACHES RECORD LOWS
[NASA RELEASE-93-190] P93-10191 06

SPECTROSCOPY
S ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY

SPEED INDICATORS
NASA SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10096 06
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06

SPINOFFS
S TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

SPIRAL GALAXIES
DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-58] P93-10059 06
HUBBLE CLOSING IN ON AGE OF THE UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-93-108] P93-10109 06
HUBBLE FINDS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN THE ANDROMEDA GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-133] P93-10134 06
SR-71 AIRCRAFT
NASA SR-71 NOW A FLYING OBSERVATORY
[NASA RELEASE-93-71] P93-10072 06
NASA TESTS NEW LASER AIR DATA SYSTEM ON SR-71 BLACKBIRD
[NASA RELEASE-93-163] P93-10164 06

STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06
PORTABLE COMPUTER TO HELP ASTRONAUTS CONDUCT SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-180] P93-10181 06

STAR CLUSTERS
S GLOBULAR CLUSTERS

STAR FORMATION
HUBBLE SUPPORTS BLACK HOLE MODEL FOR ACTIVE GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

STARBURST GALAXIES
HUBBLE SUPPORTS BLACK HOLE MODEL FOR ACTIVE GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-130] P93-10131 06

STARGAIA
HUBBLE OBSERVATORY PRODUCES THREE MAJOR DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06
PORTABLE COMPUTER TO HELP ASTRONAUTS CONDUCT SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-180] P93-10181 06
HUBBLE DEEP-SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-203] P93-10204 06

STAR WARS SCENARIO
S STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE PROGRAM

STELLAR EVOLUTION
DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-58] P93-10059 06
SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLODING, RED SUPERGIANT STARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06
NEW DISCOVERIES BY NASA'S EUV EXPLORER PRESENTED
[NASA RELEASE-93-105] P93-10106 06
NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AND PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06
HUBBLE FINDS EVIDENCE OF STELLAR CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
[NASA RELEASE-93-109] P93-10110 06
HUBBLE SEES GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYGNI 1992
[NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06
FROZEN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DISCOVERED IN STELLAR NURSERY
[NASA RELEASE-93-187] P93-10188 06

STELLAR GRAVITATION
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06

STELLAR MASS EJECTION
HUBBLE SEES GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYGNI 1992
[NASA RELEASE-93-174] P93-10175 06

STELLAR RADIATION
SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLoding, RED SUPERGIANT STARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06

STELLAR SPECTRA
SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLODING, RED SUPERGIANT STAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

STELLAR WINDS
SCIENTISTS REVEAL NATURE OF EXPLoding, RED SUPERGIANT STARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-63] P93-10064 06

COMPTON OBSERVATORY DISCOVERS INTENSE, NEW X-RAY PULSAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-141] P93-10142 06
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY PRODUCES THREE MAJOR DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-182] P93-10183 06

STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS, RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06
NASA AND CENTRAL AMERICA WILL EXPAND RAIN FOREST STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-47] P93-10048 06
NASA PROVIDING MIDWEST FLOODING INFORMATION
[NASA RELEASE-93-134] P93-10135 06

SUBJECT INDEX
SUPRA MEDICAL CORP., CHADDS FORD, PA

SUPRA MEDICAL CORP., CHADDS FORD, PA
NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP
ULTRASOUND DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06

SWAS
SUBLIMMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY SATELLITE

SWIFT WINGS
NASA, LEARJET TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS
JET TECHNOLOGIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06

SYMPOSIUM ON INTERDISCIPLINARY SCI. & ENG.
NASA/OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE TO HOST
CYBERSPACE CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-50] P93-10051 06

SYRACUSE UNIV.
INDUSTRY TESTS NASA COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FOR EFFICIENT DESIGNING
[NASA RELEASE-93-90] P93-10091 06
NASA BOOSTS HYPERSONIC RESEARCH WITH
UNIVERSITY GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-152] P93-10153 06

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
NASA AWARDS CONTRACT FOR EOSDIS CORE SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-56] P93-10057 06

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
SPACE STATION REDIGION ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06

TAPE RECORDERS
SHUTTLE OZONE DATA RETRIEVED FROM ATMOS RECORDERS
[NASA RELEASE-93-118] P93-10119 06

TDR SATELLITES
FIRST 1993 SHUTTLE MISSION DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE CAPABILITIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-4] P93-10004 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-4A] P93-10005 06
TDRS S-BAND AGREEMENT RESTRUCTURED
[NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10127 06
TDRS S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM

TEACHER RESOURCE CENTERS, NASA
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION INITIATIVES LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-93-158] P93-10159 06

TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION CENTERS
S CENTERS FOR THE COMMERCIAL DEV. OF SPACE

TECHNOLOGY HALL OF FAME
NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-69] P93-10070 06

TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT
NEW TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT SEMINAR SET FOR APRIL 1
[NASA RELEASE-93-57] P93-10058 06
NASA OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN
TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10086 06

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
GOLDEN CALLS FOR IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-9] P93-10010 06
NASA FUNDS EXPERIMENT TO HELP
COMMERCIALIZO TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-37] P93-10038 06

CATARACT SUFFERERS COULD BENEFIT FROM
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-45] P93-10046 06
NASA, LEARJET TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS
JET TECHNOLOGIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT PROJECT
SEMINAR SET FOR APRIL 1
[NASA RELEASE-93-57] P93-10058 06
NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-69] P93-10070 06
NASA ENGINEER RECEIVES TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-93-73] P93-10074 06
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER TO WORK WITH
SDIO TO AID INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-77] P93-10079 06
SOLICITATION ISSUED FOR TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-85] P93-10086 06
LEWIS, CASE, BATTLE TO COMMERCIALIZE NASA INVENTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06
NASA TO COMMERCIALIZE REMOTE-CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-100] P93-10101 06
SHUTTLE TILE MATERIAL MAY HELP IN BONE TRANSPLANTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-102] P93-10103 06
NASA AND NIDCO SELECT VESTIBULAR RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-111] P93-10112 06
NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP
ULTRASOUND DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06
NASA ADAPTING UNIQUE X-RAY SYSTEM TO INSPECT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-93-137] P93-10139 06
ARKANSAS, NASA SIGN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACCORD
[NASA RELEASE-93-138] P93-10139 06
NASA, STATE OF FLORIDA, SIGN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACCORD
[NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10156 06
ARCHITECT OF NASA TECHNOLOGY INCUBATORS TO RECEIVE AWARD
[NASA RELEASE-93-176] P93-10177 06
DIRECTOR OF AMES TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-185] P93-10186 06
NASA SMALL BUSINESS OUTREACH OFFICE TO OPEN IN NASHUA, N.H.
[NASA RELEASE-93-206] P93-10207 06
TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-212] P93-10213 06
NASA ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL 1993 SMALL BUSINESS SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-216] P93-10217 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION FOUNDATION, N.Y.
TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
P93-10213 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM
LEWIS SPACE RESEARCH SPAWNS WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-96] P93-10087 06
UNIQUE CHEMICAL PROCESS COULD IMPROVE CERAMIC MATERIALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-143] P93-10144 06
TECTONICS
NASA RUSSIAN MISSION EXPLORES KAMCHATKA VOLCANOES
[NASA RELEASE-93-198] P93-10199 06
TELECONFERING
NASA EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1993-94 SCHOOL YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-150] P93-10151 06
TELEMEDICAL SYSTEMS
NASA SPACE SUIT AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES HONORED
[NASA RELEASE-93-89] P93-10070 06
NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY
[NASA RELEASE-93-183] P93-10184 06
TELEPRESENCE
NASA/OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE TO HOST CYBERSPACE CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-50] P93-10051 06
NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-94] P93-10085 06
ANTARCTIC TO BECOME LABORATORY FOR FUTURE MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-119] P93-10179 06
TELEPORTIC SYSTEMS
NASA AMES TO DRIVE RUSSIAN ROBOT VIA SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-93-84] P93-10085 06

A-42
WIND SHEAR

NEW WINDSHEAR SENSORS A GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY 'SUCCESS STORY'
[NASA RELEASE-93-170] P93-10171 06
Nasa FAA CONSIDER REVISED WINDSHEAR PILOTING PROCEDURES
[NASA RELEASE-93-171] P93-10172 06

WIND TUNNEL MODELS
NASA, LEARJET JOIN TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06
NASA TESTS HELICOPTER MODEL IN ICING CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-147] P93-10148 06

WIND TUNNEL TESTS
NASA, LEARJET JOIN TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-46] P93-10047 06
NASA TESTING NEW, POWERFUL DUCTED FANS ENGINE FOR CIVIL JETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-103] P93-10104 06
NASA TESTS HELICOPTER MODEL IN ICING CONDITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-147] P93-10148 06

WIND TUNNELS
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNEL WILL BE WORLD'S QUIETEST
[NASA RELEASE-93-81] P93-10082 06
TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-212] P93-10213 06

WINGS
S AIRCRAFT WINGS
S SWEPT WINGS
WINZen INTERNATIONAL INC., TEXAS
UNIVERSITIES FLY OZONE RESEARCH BALLOON FROM TEXAS TO FLA
[NASA RELEASE-93-8] P93-10009 06

WIRE / SATELLITE /
S WIDE-FIELD INFRARED EXPLORER

X-RAY SPECTROMETER
FIRST 1993 SHUTTLE MISSION DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE CAPABILITIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-4] P93-10004 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10005 06

X-RAY STARS
COMPTON OBSERVATORY DISCOVERS INTENSE, NEW X-RAY PULSAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-141] P93-10142 06
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06
MYSTERY OF 'FASTEST FLICKERING' GALAXY SOLVED
[NASA RELEASE-93-192] P93-10193 06

X-RAYS
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06
NASA RESEARCHERS RECORD UNUSUAL FLASHES IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
[NASA RELEASE-93-167] P93-10168 06

XENON
STS-62 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06

SUPERNOVA MAY HAVE CAUSED HUGE VOID AROUND SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-36] P93-10037 06
COMPTON OBSERVATORY DISCOVERS INTENSE, NEW X-RAY PULSAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-141] P93-10142 06
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES A SOURCE OF MYSTERIOUS X-RAY BURSTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-156] P93-10157 06

WIND SHEAR
Typical Personal Names Index Listing
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ABBASCHIAN, REZA
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06

ABBE, BRIAN
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

ABBOT, KATHY
GOLDIN CALLS FOR IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-9] P93-10010 06

ACOSTA, ROBERTO
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

ACTON, CHARLES
CLEMENTINE MISSION SCIENCE TEAM SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-93-66] P93-10067 06

ADAM, SUE
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06

AKAKA, DANIEL K.
JEFF LAWRENCE APPOINTED TO HEAD LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS FOR NASA
[NASA RELEASE-93-70] P93-10071 06

AKKAY, ISMAIL
ARKANSAS, NASA SIGN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACCORD
[NASA RELEASE-93-138] P93-10139 06

AKER, THOMAS S.
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION INITIATIVES LAUNCHED
[NASA RELEASE-93-158] P93-10159 06

AKER, THOMAS D.
FIVE SPACEWALKS TO SERVICE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION STS-61
[NASA RELEASE-93-204] P93-10205 06

HST SERVICING MISSION HIGHLIGHTS 1993 NASA ACCOMPLISHMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-226] P93-10227 06

AKIN, DALE L.
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

ALBAYARI, JIHAD M.
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

ALLEE, ARDEN
NASA NAMES TEAM TO STUDY RETURN TRIP TO MARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-157] P93-10158 06

ALBRITON, DAN
AAAS TO HONOR NASA SCIENTIST FOR OZONE RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-26] P93-10027 06

ALDRICH, ARNOLD
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE: SPACE STATION REDESIGN; NASA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10233 05

ALDRICH, ARNOLD D.
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-90-78] P93-10079 06

ALFREY, CLARENCE P.
SPACE STATION ORGANIZATION CHANGES ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-136] P93-10137 06

ALFREY, CLARENCE P.
NASA SPACE STATION DIRECTOR RICHARD KOHRS TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-93-160] P93-10161 06

ALEXANDER, JOSEPH
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06

ALFORD, BOBBY
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06

ALFREY, CLARENCE P.
STS-56 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
P93-10136 06

ALLAMANDOLA, LOUIS
NASA SCIENTISTS SOLVE LONG-STANDING STELLAR MYSTERY
[NASA RELEASE-93-25] P93-10026 06

ALMOND, TIMOTHY
DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY EVOLUTION THEORIES
[NASA RELEASE-93-58] P93-10059 06

ALMOND, TIMOTHY
EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON DIAMONDS IN THE SKY CHALLENGE GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

ALMOND, TIMOTHY
FROZEN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DISCOVERED IN STELLAR NURSERY
[NASA RELEASE-93-187] P93-10188 06

ALLEN, ANDREW M.
ST-62 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06

ALLEN, ANDREW M.
STS-62 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06

ALLEN, ANDREW M.
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE: SPACE STATION REDESIGN; NASA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10233 05

ALLMEN, JOHN
WORLD'S LARGEST WIND TUNNEL WILL BE WORLD'S QUIETEST
[NASA RELEASE-93-81] P93-10082 06

AL TENKIRCH, ROBERT A.
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-4A] P93-10005 06

AMBROSE, JAY H.
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

AMRINE, DAVID E.
TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

ANDERSEN, DALE
ANTARCTIC TO BECOME LABORATORY FOR FUTURE MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-178] P93-10179 06

ANDERSON, DAVID
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

ANDERSON, JIM
NASA BUDGET BRIEFING; NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10234 05

ANDERSON, KARL
NASA INVENTION YIELDS BETTER, FASTER STRESS MEASUREMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-2] P93-10002 06

ANDERSON, MARK
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06

ANDERSON, MARK
JPL TEAM DEVELOPS SPECIAL POLLUTION DETECTION GLASS
[NASA RELEASE-93-209] P93-10210 06

ANSARI, RAFAT
CATARACT SURFERS COULD BENEFIT FROM SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-93-45] P93-10046 06

AP, JEROME
STS-52 AND STS-59 SPACE SHUTTLE CREW ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-42] P93-10043 06

ARCHIMEDES
AI AA LUNCHEON; CRYSTAL CITY HYATT REGENCY HOTEL, CRYSTAL CITY, VIRGINIA P93-10235 05

ARMSTRONG, JOHN W.
THREE SPACECRAFT TO CONDUCT 3-WEEK GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-93-48] P93-10049 06

ARMSTRONG, JOSEPH
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

ARNAUD, CLAUDE D.
STS-56 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
P93-10136 06

ARNOLD, RAY J.
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-4A] P93-10005 06

ASBREY, CLARENCE P.
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE: SPACE STATION REDESIGN; NASA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10233 05

ASA PRESS CONFERENCE: SPACE STATION REDESIGN; NASA HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DC P93-10233 05
BOWYER, S.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-1021] P93-10122 06

BOYD, RICHARD D.
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM [NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06

BOYNTON, WILLIAM V.
NASA SELECTS 11 DISCOVERY MISSION CONCEPTS FOR STUDY [NASA RELEASE-93-27] P93-10208 06

BRADLEY, HAROLD C.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

BRANDL, DANIEL
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54 [NASA RELEASE-93-4A] P93-10005 06

BRASSEUR, GUY P.
TIMES SCIENCE WRITER P93-10241 05 [NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10124 06

BREACHING, HERBERT
EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON JUPITER'S MOON IO [NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

BRIGHT, V. N.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

BRINKLEY, RANDY
HUBBLE TELESCOPE SERVICING MISSION SCHEDULED FOR ELEVEN DAYS [NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10077 06

BRITT, DANIEL
NASA NAMES IMAGING PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR MUSES-C PATHFINDER [NASA RELEASE-93-146] P93-10147 06

BROWN, DARWIN V.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

BROWN, DAN
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-57 SHUTTLE MISSION [NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06
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KRUERGER, MYRON
NASA/OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE TO HOST CYBERSPACE CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-50] P93-10051 06

KROMIH, CHRISTINE A.
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06

KU, ANTHONY Y.
TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10178 06

KUPEL, THOMAS
NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AND PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06

KUMAR, NEEL R.
TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

KUNISHAW, BYRON
REMARKS BY NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN GOLDIN BEFORE THE JPL HIGH-TECH SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROCUREMENT CONFERENCE; LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-93-2031] P93-10231 05

LAM, LISA W.
TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
[NASA RELEASE-93-175] P93-10176 06

LANG, J. ROBERT
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10005 06

LANGER, WILLIAM
NASA USES NEW METHOD TO DETECT NEW STARS AND PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-93-106] P93-10107 06

LANGFORD, JOHN
PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-227] P93-10228 06

LANSEROTI, LOU
SPACE STATION REDIG VISIONARY MEMBERS MEET
[NASA RELEASE-93-59] P93-10060 06

LARKIN, DAVID J.
NASA ANNOUNCES SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH PROCESS
[NASA RELEASE-93-200] P93-10210 06

LASKOWSKI, JOHN
LEWIS, CASE, BATTLEGRO CCMERIZE NASA INVENTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

LATCHMAN, HANIFH A.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

LAWLER, ANDREW
NASA BUDGET BRIEFING; NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, DC
[NASA RELEASE-93-234] P93-10234 05
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MADEJSKI, GREG M.
MYSTERY OF ‘FASTEST FLICKERING’ GALAXY SOLVED
NASA RELEASE-93-192 P93-10193 06

MADORE, BARRY
HUNGRY CLOSING IN ON AGE OF THE UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-93-108 P93-10109 06

MANAFFY, PAUL
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
NASA RELEASE-93-123 P93-10124 06

MAIER, REID
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA’S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10035 06

MALEY, JIMIE
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
NASA RELEASE-93-44 P93-10044 06

MALONE, PATRICK
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-93-166 P93-10167 06

MANNING, RAY
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-117 P93-10118 06

MATHENY, NELL
NASA, OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
NASA RELEASE-93-94 P93-10095 06

MAO, SUSAN W.
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10035 06

MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER
NASA SELECTS SECOND SET OF SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-93-168 P93-10169 06

MARTIN, ERICA R.
TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON
NASA RELEASE-93-175 P93-10176 06

MARTIN, GARY
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-78 P93-10079 06

MARTIN, JANEAN E.
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-93-117 P93-10118 06

MARTINEZ, RICHARD
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA’S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10035 06

MARTINDES, H.
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE’S 54TH FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-93-20 P93-10021 06

MATHENY, NEIL
NASA 5R-71 NOW A FLYING OBSERVATORY
NASA RELEASE-93-71 P93-10072 06

MATHER, JOHN C.
BIG BANG THEORY PASSES TOUGHEST TEST
NASA RELEASE-93-85 P93-10086 06

MAUCHE, RALPH
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT FINDS CLUES TO OTHER SOLAR SYSTEM MYSTERIES
NASA RELEASE-93-99 P93-10100 06

MAY, HANS G.
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
NASA RELEASE-93-123 P93-10124 06

MAYR, HANS G.
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-20 P93-10021 06

MEADE, CARL J.
AIA LUNCHEON; CRYSTAL CITY HYATT REGENCY
NASA RELEASE-93-166 P93-10167 06

MECEN, ALFRED
CLEMENTINE MISSION TEAM SELECTED TO COMPARE WITH NASA RELEASE-93-96 P93-10097 06

MCELWAIN, TIM
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-93-166 P93-10167 06

MECENEN, VINCENT
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10035 06

MECKE, THOMAS E.
NASA/NOAA PANEL TO INVESTIGATE NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-93-154 P93-10155 06

MECKE, SIMON
NASA JOINS FORCES WITH INDUSTRY IN AIDS RESEARCH
NASA RELEASE-93-68 P93-10089 06

MEDEIROS, JAMES
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA’S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10035 06

MCKAY, DAILE
FIRST 1993 SHUTTLE MISSION DEMONSTRATES UNIQUE CAPABILITIES
NASA RELEASE-93-34 P93-10004 06

MCKINLEY, ROBERT R.
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATORS
NASA RELEASE-93-123 P93-10124 06

MERTZ, CHARLES
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
NASA RELEASE-93-44 P93-10044 06

MCLUNCHK, JAMES L.
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-93-117 P93-10118 06

MCNULTY, TIM
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-93-166 P93-10167 06

MCNUTT, TIM
SPACE STATION REDESIGN ADVISORY MEMBERS
NASA RELEASE-93-59 P93-10060 06

MCNUTT, RALPH
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH RESEARCH TAKES STEP TOWARD NEW DRUGS
NASA RELEASE-93-94 P93-10095 06

MCQUEEN, TIM
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-93-166 P93-10167 06

MEYER, ROBERT R.
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE’S 54TH FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-93-20 P93-10021 06

MEYLAN, THOMAS
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-94 P93-10095 06

MEYLER, TIM
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-93-94 P93-10095 06

MIETER, RALPH
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT FINDS CLUES TO OTHER SOLAR SYSTEM MYSTERIES
NASA RELEASE-93-99 P93-10100 06

MICHAILSTIANOS, ANDREW G.
SATELLITE DATA GET NEW LEASE ON LIFE FROM SOFTWARE BOOST
NASA RELEASE-93-164 P93-10165 06

MICHEL, JAMES
NASA TO FEATURE VIDEOWALL AT PARIS AIR SHOW
NASA RELEASE-93-92 P93-10093 06

MIDDENORF, WILLIAM J.
NASA/NOAA PANEL TO INVESTIGATE NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-93-154 P93-10155 06

MILLER, DAN
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION INITIATIVES LAUNCHED
NASA RELEASE-93-158 P93-10159 06
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PETERSON, VICTOR L.

POWELL, J. ANTHONY
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH PROCESS
[NASA RELEASE-93-200] P93-10201 06

POWELL, JACK
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06

POZESKY, MARTY
NASA, FAA PROGRAM COULD SAVE AIRLINES MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-93-127] P93-10128 06

PRECURT, CHARLES J.
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10001 06

PRIBISCH, RISTO
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

PROMY, CLARKE
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10156 06

PROVOST, DAVID E.
MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

PURCELL, THOMAS
LEWIS, CASE, BATTELLE TO COMMERCIALIZE NASA INVENTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-61] P93-10092 06

QUAYLE, DAN
STAFFORD RECEIVES CONGRESSIONAL SPACE MEDAL OF HONOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-14] P93-10015 06

QUINN, MARTHA
NASA, OTHER AGENCIES TO EXPLAIN TECHNOLOGY REINVESTMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-65] P93-10066 06

RAHE, JURGEN H.
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST ASTEROID-ORBITING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-220] P93-10201 06

RASMUSSEN, DARRYL
ANTARCTIC TO BECOME LABORATORY FOR FUTURE MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-178] P93-10179 06

RAUSCH, VINCENT L.
NASA BOOSTS HYPersonic RESEARCH WITH UNIVERSITY GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-93-152] P93-10153 06

RAY, RONALD
NASA SAVES $1 MILLION ON AERONAUTICS RESEARCH PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-93-95] P93-10036 06

READY, WILLIAM F.
ACTS DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

REAGAN, RONALD
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO BOLDLY GO . . . GIVING THOUGHT TO WHAT COMES NEXT IN SPACE; NATIONAL SPACE CLUB SPACE OUTLOOK CONFERENCE, FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA
P93-10238 05

RECER, PAUL
NASA BUDGET BRIEFING, NASA HEADQUARTERS, WASHINGTON, DC
P93-10294 05

RECK, GREGORY M.
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION: STS-54
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES TO ENHANCE PROGRAMS, RELATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-44] P93-10045 06

REID, LINDA
NASA RESEARCHER TAPPED FOR OHIO SCIENCE HALL OF FAME
[NASA RELEASE-93-23] P93-10024 06

REIGHTLER, KENNETH S., JR.
PRIME AND BACKUP COSMONAUTS NAMED FOR SHUTTLE STS-60 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-81] P93-10062 06

REYNOLDS-SOWREY, KRISTINE
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06

RICHARDSON, SUE MATHIS
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06

RICKER, GEORGE
ASTRO-2 MISSION TO LAUNCH TONIGHT IN JAPAN
[NASA RELEASE-93-98] P93-10029 06

RIDDLEHUGH, STEPHEN
OSKISHO EXHIBIT HIGHLIGHTS U.S. 'LEADERSHIP IN AERONAUTICS'
[NASA RELEASE-93-128] P93-10129 06

RIDINGS, ROBERT
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

RIEGERT, PETER
FIRST SPACEHAB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS STS-57 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-78] P93-10079 06

FIRST DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHTS STS-51 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

RILEY, DANNY A.
STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED TO LIFE SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-93-131] P93-10136 06

RIVENDURGH, CHARLES
LEWIS, CASE, BATTELLE TO COMMERCIALIZE NASA INVENTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-91] P93-10092 06

RIVERS, LEE W.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER TO WORK WITH SDIO TO AID INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-93-77] P93-10078 06

ROBERSON, RICK J.
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-81] P93-10062 06

ROBERSON, N. DORIS
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

ROBERSON, RICK J.
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

ROBERSON, N. DORIS
MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

ROBERSON, RICK J.
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-93-225] P93-10226 06

ROBERSON, N. DORIS
MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-93-177] P93-10178 06

ROBERTS, W. EUGENE
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06

ROBERTS, W. EUGENE
STANDARD SPACECRAFT DESIGN REGULATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06
WILSON, R.

STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO
PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06

WILSON, ANDREW
HUBBLE DISCOVERS A DOUBLE NUCLEUS IN CORE
OF ACTIVE GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-93-145] P93-10014 06

WILSON, ROBERT B.
COMPTON OBSERVATORY DISCOVERS INTENSE,
NEW X-RAY PULSAR
[NASA RELEASE-93-141] P93-10142 06

WINDHORST, ROGER
HUBBLE DEEP-SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING
GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER
[NASA RELEASE-93-203] P93-10024 06

WINDYKA, JOHN
NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-93-186] P93-10187 06

WINEFREE, WILLIAM
NASA ADAPTING UNIQUE X-RAY SYSTEM TO
INSPECT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-93-137] P93-10138 06

WINGATE, ROBERT T.
NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE
STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM
[NASA RELEASE-93-184] P93-10195 06

WISOFF, PETER JEFF K.
SPACEWALK ADDED TO APRIL SPACE SHUTTLE
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-31] P93-10032 06

WITHBROE, GEORGE
STS-56 MISSION CONTINUES NASA'S MISSION TO
PLANET EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-93-34] P93-10035 06

WITTEBORN, FRED
EVIDENCE FOR SOLID WATER FOUND ON
JUPITER'S MOON IO
[NASA RELEASE-93-107] P93-10108 06

WOLF, DAVID A.
STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED
TO LIFE SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-93-121] P93-10122 06

WOODS, THOMAS N.
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06

WRIGHT, ORVILLE
NASA RESEARCHER TAPPED FOR OHIO SCIENCE
HALL OF FAME
[NASA RELEASE-93-23] P93-10024 06

WRIGHT, WILBUR
NASA RESEARCHER TAPPED FOR OHIO SCIENCE
HALL OF FAME
[NASA RELEASE-93-23] P93-10024 06

WYBORNY, WOLFGANG
SECOND GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION IS SPACE
SHUTTLE'S 54TH FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-93-20] P93-10021 06

YAMAGUCHI, KRISTI
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S THE LARRY
KING SHOW INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05

YAVROUIAN, ANDRE
JPL TEAM DEVELOPS SPECIAL POLLUTION
DETECTION GLASS
[NASA RELEASE-93-209] P93-10210 06

YEE, JENG-HWA
NASA SELECTS UPPER ATMOSPHERE
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-93-123] P93-10124 06

YELTSIN, BORIS
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S THE LARRY
KING SHOW INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05

YOST, THOMAS
NASA AND SUPRA MEDICAL CORP. TO DEVELOP
ULTRASOUND DETECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-93-125] P93-10126 06

YOUNG, JOHN WATTS
COLUMBIA'S RETURN MARKS SIGNIFICANT SPACE
SHUTTLE MILESTONES
[NASA RELEASE-93-79] P93-10080 06

YOUNG, L. A.
NITROGEN ICE DISCOVERED ON PLUTO
[NASA RELEASE-93-142] P93-10143 06

YOUNG, LAURENCE R.
STS-58 SECOND SPACELAB MISSION DEDICATED
TO LIFE SCIENCES
P93-10136 06

PORTABLE COMPUTER TO HELP ASTRONAUTS
CONDUCT SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-93-180] P93-10181 06

YUN, DAVID
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S THE LARRY
KING SHOW INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05

Z

ZEILL, PETE
NASA TESTING NEW, POWERFUL DUCTED FANS
ENGINE FOR CIVIL AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-93-103] P93-10104 06

ZONIES, DAVID H.
STUDENTS BEGIN NASA LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING
PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-93-117] P93-10118 06

ZYMBOLOC, PETER
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S THE LARRY
KING SHOW INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05

Y

YAMAGUCHI, KRISTI
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S THE LARRY
KING SHOW INTERVIEW WITH DAN GOLDIN
P93-10249 05
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P93-10175 HUBBLE SEEKS GAS SHELL AROUND NOVA CYGNI 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-174

P93-10176 TWENTY NATIONAL STUDENT WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON 30 SEP 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-175

P93-10177 ARCHITECT OF NASA TECHNOLOGY INCUBATORS TO RECEIVE AWARD 30 SEP 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-176

P93-10178 MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR AWARDS ANNOUNCED 4 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-177

P93-10179 ANTARCTIC TO BECOME LABORATORY FOR FUTURE MARS MISSIONS 4 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-178

P93-10180 COMPTON GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY TO GET ORBIT BOOST 4 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-179

P93-10181 PORTABLE COMPUTER TO HELP ASTRONAUTS CONDUCT SCIENCE 5 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-180

P93-10182 SHUTTLE RAT EXPERIMENT YIELDS UNEXPECTED RESULTS 8 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-181

P93-10183 GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY PRODUCES THREE MAJOR DISCOVERIES 12 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-182

P93-10184 NASA PROGRAM TO HELP VICTIMS OF RUSSIAN EMERGENCY 12 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-183

P93-10185 NASA BOARD TO INVESTIGATE STS-51 HARDWARE PROBLEM 12 OCT 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-184

P93-10186 DIRECTOR OF AMES TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION CENTER NAMED 15 OCT 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-185

P93-10187 NASA SELECTS FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY PROPOSALS 15 OCT 1993 5p NASA RELEASE-93-186

P93-10188 FROZEN MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DISCOVERED IN STELLAR NURSERY 15 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-187

P93-10189 HUBBLE INVESTIGATES COMET ON A COLLISION COURSE WITH JUPITER 18 OCT 1993 4p NASA RELEASE-93-188

P93-10190 NASA LIMITS EXPENDITURES ON THE ASRM PROGRAM 18 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-189

P93-10191 1993 ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE REACHES RECORD LOWS 18 OCT 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-190

P93-10192 GOLDIN ANNOUNCES KEY SPACE STATION MANAGEMENT MOVES 20 OCT 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-191

P93-10193 MYSTERY OF 'FASTEST FLECKERING' GALAXY SOLVED 20 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-192

P93-10194 GALILEO DETECTS MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND ASTEROID IDA 22 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-193

P93-10195 COOKPIT WEATHER SYSTEM MAY SAVE AIRLINES $6 MILLION PER YEAR 25 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-194

P93-10196 DANTE ROBOT TO EXPLORE ACTIVE ALASKA VOLCANO IN SPRING 26 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-195

P93-10197 U.S.-RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCIES HOOKING UP FOR AFRICA 26 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-196

P93-10198 NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 30 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-197


P93-10200 NASA FLIES FIBER OPTICS ON AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS TEST 29 OCT 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-199

P93-10201 NASA ANNOUNCES NEW SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH PROCESS 1 NOV 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-200

P93-10202 NASA SPONSORING SMALL BUSINESS CONFERENCE ON DEC. 1-2 5 NOV 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-201

P93-10203 NASA STARTS PHASE II OF SUPERSONIC AIRLINER EFFORT 8 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-202

P93-10204 HUBBLE DEEP-SKY SURVEY FINDS INTERACTING GALAXIES IN A CLUSTER 8 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-203

P93-10205 FIVE SPACEWALKS TO SERVICE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION STS-61 12 DEC 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-204

P93-10206 TOPEX/Poseidon Data Confirms El Nino Predictions 9 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-205

P93-10207 NASA SMALL BUSINESS OUTREACH OFFICE TO OPEN IN NASHUA, N.H. 9 NOV 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-206


P93-10209 IO'S 'GHOST' DETECTED ON JUPITER 10 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-208

P93-10210 JPL TEAM DEVELOPS SPECIAL POLLUTION DETECTION GLASS 15 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-209

P93-10211 NASA TAPS 20 SCHOOLS FOR AERONAUTICS ENGINEERING GRANTS 15 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-210

P93-10212 NASA TO DEVELOP AND BUILD SPACE STATION FURNACE FACILITY 18 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-211

P93-10213 TECHNOLOGY 2003 TO HIGHLIGHT NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES 29 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-212

P93-10214 NASA HELPS PROVIDE FAMINE EARLY WARNING FOR AFRICA 29 NOV 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-213

P93-10215 NASA EXCEEDS MINORITY SMALL BUSINESS GOAL AHEAD OF SCHEDULE 30 NOV 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-214

P93-10216 YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TARGETED FOR SHUTTLE NOZZLE WORK 2 DEC 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-215

P93-10217 NASA ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL 1993 SMALL BUSINESS SELECTIONS 6 DEC 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-216

P93-10218 ULYSSES REACHES UNEXPLORED REGIONS OF SUN 6 DEC 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-217

P93-10219 NASA INDUSTRY EFFORT BOOSTS AUTOMATED PARTS ID SYSTEM 6 DEC 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-218

P93-10220 NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS PROJECTS 15 DEC 1993 1p NASA RELEASE-93-219

P93-10221 NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST ASTEROID-OBSERVING MISSION 15 DEC 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-220

P93-10222 NASA AND RUSSIA SIGN AERONAUTICS AGREEMENT IN MOSCOW 16 DEC 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-221

P93-10223 NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN AGREEMENT FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS 16 DEC 1993 2p NASA RELEASE-93-222

P93-10224 NASA SCIENTISTS CREATE EARTH BREATHING IMAGE 20 DEC 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-223

P93-10225 NASA SUCCEEDS WITH GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY REBOOST 20 DEC 1993 3p NASA RELEASE-93-224
NEWS RELEASES

P93-10226
NASA MODIFIES FUNDING SUPPORT FOR CENTERS
FOR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
20 DEC. 1993  3p  NASA RELEASE-93-225

P93-10227
HST SERVICING MISSION HIGHLIGHTS 1993 NASA
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
22 DEC. 1993  20p  NASA RELEASE-93-226

P93-10228
PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT MAKES FIRST
TEST FLIGHT
21 DEC. 1993  2p  NASA RELEASE 93-227

P93-10229
NASA ENDS COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER
SCIENCE OPERATIONS
23 DEC. 1993  2p  NASA RELEASE-93-228
### CASI PRICE TABLES

#### STANDARD PRICE DOCUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>NORTH PRICE</th>
<th>FOREIGN PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>$ 9.00</td>
<td>$ 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04-A05</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06-A09</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10-A13</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>73.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14-A17</td>
<td>44.50</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18-A21</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>104.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-A25</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>122.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A99</td>
<td>Call For Price</td>
<td>Call For Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MICROFICHE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>NORTH PRICE</th>
<th>FOREIGN PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>$ 9.00</td>
<td>$ 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>73.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### IMPORTANT NOTICE

CASI Shipping and Handling Charges
- U.S.—ADD $3.00 per TOTAL ORDER
- Canada and Mexico—ADD $3.50 per TOTAL ORDER
- All Other Countries—ADD $7.50 per TOTAL ORDER

Does NOT apply to orders requesting CASI RUSH HANDLING.
CASI accepts most credit/charge cards.
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